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In view of the circumstances pointed out, it is essential to caITy out 

investigations, including the exceptional removal of individual guarantees 

that cannot be used as a real protective shield for the practice of illegal 

activities, nor as an argument for removing or diminishing civil or 

criminal liability for criminal acts, under penalty of disrespecting a true 

Rule of Law (HC n° 70.814-5/SP, Rel. Min. CELSO DE MELLO, First 

Class, DJ of 24/6/1994). 

Thus, as reported, the decision handed down on 8/ 1/2023 ordered the 

blocking of several profiles/channels owned by BRUNO AIUB 

MONTEIRO, known as "Monark", on the social networks Instagram 

(@monarkoficial), Rumble (https://rumble.com/Monark), Telegram 

(https://t.me/monarktalks and https://t.me/monarkk), Tik Tok 

(https://www.tiktok.com/@monarktalks_) Twitter 

(@monark) e Youtube 

(https://www.youtube.com/@MonarkTalksCortesOficial). 

However, in a new channel created on the Rumble platfmm 

(https://rumble.com/c/Monarkx), which already has 287,000 followers, 

BRUNO MONTEIRO AIUB, as reported by ABED/TSE, once again 

spread fraudulent news about the actions of this SUPREME COURT and 

the SUPERIOR ELECTORAL COURT, in the following terms: 

"Monark says: 'And it's not the guy who's going out there, 

fighting and putting up ... because every time the Supreme Court 

makes a move like that, it spends political chips. That costs 

him. [ ... ] So why is it (the Supreme Court) willing to pay this 

cost? Why is it willing to guarantee non-transparency in the 
elections? We see the TSE censoring people, we see 

Alexandre de Moraes arresting people, you see a lot of 
things happening, and at the same time tbey prevent the 

ballot boxes from being transparent? You get suspicious, 
what kind of shenanigans are going on in those ballot boxes? 
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Why is that? Why doesn't our political system want to let the 
Brazilian people have more security? What is their interest? 

l\ilanipulating the ballot box? Manipulating the elections? 
That's what I keep thinking ... "' 

In addition, the AEED/TSE indicated the creation of several other 

profiles, in complete disregard of the decision previously handed down: 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/MonarkVoltou (16,2 

thousand followers) 

Instagram: https://www.instagram .com/monark. talks/ 

(101 ,000 followers) 

Telegram: https:/ /t.me/monarktalks 

Discord: hups:/ /discord.gg/8NKCaAuHf9 

Thus, it is necessary, appropriate and urgent to stop the possible 

spread of hate speech, subversion of order and encouragement to break 

institutional and democratic normality by blocking accounts on social 

networks, with the aim of stopping the injury or threat to the right (art. 5, 

XXXV, Federal Constitution), as previously pointed out. 

In view of the above, I hereby DETERMINE that a letter be sent to 

DISCORD, META INC., RUMBLE, TELEGRAM and TWITTER, so that , 

at the earliest possible date, the following may be sent to them within 2 (two) 

hours, block the channels/profiles/accounts listed below, under penalty 

of a daily fine of R$ 100,000.00 (one hundred thousand reais), with 

the provision of their registration data to this SUPREME COURT 

and the full preservation of their content: [ add all the links 

indicated: 

DISCORD 
https://discord.gg/8NKCaAuHf9 

META INC. 

https :/ /w,vw. instagram.com/monark. talks/ 
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RUMBLE 
https:/ /rumble.com/ c/Monarkx 

TELEGRAM 
https ://t.me/monarktalks 

TWITTER 
https://twitter.com/MonarkVoltou 

I ALSO ORDER THE IMPOSITION OF A PRECAUTIONARY 
MEASURE against BRUNO MONTEIRO AIUB, consisting of abstaining 
from publishing, promoting, replicating and sharing the fraudulent news (fake 
news) that is the subject of this decision, under penalty of a DAILY FINE OF 
R$ 10,000.00 (ten thousand reais) in the event of non-compliance. 

Attach Official Letter AEED/GAB-SPR/GAB-PRES no. 2419/2023 to the 

case file. Notify the police authority. 
Inform the Attorney General's Office. 

Publish. 
Brasilia, June 13, 2023. 

Minister ALEXANDRE DE MORA.ES 

Rapporteur 
Digitally signed document 
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